Port Colborne Field Target Club
Results for November 3, 2012
Fifth Elmer Fudd Annual Hunter Match
The Fudd match has certainly become one of the matches with a high fun factor,
allowing everyone to compete in the one division. Some use guns that they have never or
seldom use in a match and with the elimination of range finding, added to the vast majority
simply using mil-dots for aiming points, things move quickly. With the temperature in the
low fourties with some wind, most were very happy to be sitting still for a shorter period of
time.
The course consisted of 17 lanes set up with two targets in each lane and no kill-zone
smaller than one inch. We had 15 regular lanes where competitors could shoot as they
choose, one standing only lane and one kneeling lane. Sixty-eight shots, scored for hunter,
meant that the top score possible was 136. After some last minute changes, we ended up with
nineteen shooters, eleven pcp and eight in the piston class.
It was nice to see two new shooters for this match; Erin and Andy both did well on
their first try, in conditions that were a little tougher than normal. Most people in both
divisions cooperated and avoided tied score. We ended up with one tie and the guys decided
to flip a coin to decide since we were all inside warming up, eating and shooting the breeze.
As the results show, we had some great shooting in both pcp and piston classes. The
difficulty of the match was not calculated, but the number of 35 yards and up targets sorted
out the shooters quite well.
After the meal, awards were handed out and Angie and Janis cleaned up the clubhouse.
Thanks to Janis and Angie for dealing out the food and taking care of the kitchen. Coming in
to a hot meal certainly adds to the appeal of the Fudd.
Bill and Larry were a great help in assisting the guys, who set up targets, tear them
down after most had hit the road. Thanks guys.
After some discussion, Dennis and I have decided to move the Fudd match to the first
weekend in October next year, when the weather is usually milder and fewer are away on
hunting trips. Mark your calendar for October 5th, 2013.
The next match will be a pistol FT match, indoors at Burlington and that schedule will
be sent out very soon, once the dates are approved. Get those pistol rigs ready; the indoor
season may start sooner than you think.
Tim MacSweyn

Results Chart
November 3, 2012
Rifles are .177 unless designated otherwise.
Shooter
Score /136
PCP Hunter
1
Bill Shikatani
128
2
Joel Goodwin
125
3
Don Irvine+
118
4
Chris Holmes
116
5
Dan Pusaka
111
6
Dennis Eden+
107
7
Dennis Liete
105
8
Andrew Bandy
96
9
Andy Phipps**
78
10 Alex Gay
77
11 Erin Passmore**
59
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Ted Gibson+
Tim MacSweyn+
Marshall Doan
Tom Peretti+
Greg Stopelli
Larry Carroll
Tony Raposo
Ivo Azevedo

113
109
108
98
87*
87*
72
54

Gun

Scope

Pellet

HW100
AA S400C
Steyr LG100
Hatsan AT44
Hatsan AT44
Theoben 17
Hatsan AT44
Hatsan BT 65
Hatsan BT 65
Hatsan AT44
Domi 1250

Bushnell 2.5-16
Hawke 6-24
S&B 10-50
Hawke 4-12
Legend
Bushnell
Legend
Leapers
Hawke
Fitco 6-24
BSA 4-16

JSBH
.22 JSB 13.3
JSBH
JSBH
JSBH
CPH
JSBH
.22 JSB
.22 JSB 15.9
.22 JSB 15.9
JSB 8.4

HW97
FWB 300
Diana 54
HW50s
HW97
FWB 127
Stoeger X20
Diana 54

Leapers
Vortex 6-24
Hawke 3-12
Bushnell 7-21
Millet TRS 1
Leapers 4-16
3-9
Iron sights

.22 CHP
JSB 7.9
JSBH
H&N FTT
JSB 8.4
JSBH
X Hunt
JSBH

+ Set up lanes for the match * Tie broken by coin flip ** New shooter

